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theme 5 society strand 1 design policies international exhibitions and publications, the Council endorsed "reliable, simple and inexpensive" design, which it promoted as the "recognised qualities of the typical Dutch product" (Simon Thomas 2008: 141) . Through this discourse, the Council construed Dutch design as modern. How did it happen that a few years later design from the Netherlands became associated with conceptualism?
The International Promotion of Design from the Netherlands
In time, one of the Council's main patrons, the Ministry of Economic Affairs, started seeing the Council's emphasis on 'good' design as counter-productive to economic development (Huygen 1987) . Hence, the Ministry discontinued the organization's subsidies, leading to the Council's closure in 1975 (ibid) . Subsequently, design was left without an officially recognized national representative body until the establishment of the Netherlands Foundation for Industrial Design in 1985.
In the interim, this institutional vacuum was partly filled by the Visual Arts Office for Abroad (Bureau Beeldende Kunst Buitenland, BBKB), which inadvertently took over the role of representing Dutch design abroad. The BBKB was founded in 1974 with the task to expand the appreciation of Dutch culture abroad by organizing internationally traveling exhibitions on Dutch modern art (Kuyvenhoven 2007) . It was part of the government's attempt at increasing the coherence of its International Cultural Policy (ICP), which was marred by competition between the two main responsible ministries, Foreign Affairs and Culture. Historically, the former was interested in promoting 'typical Dutch culture' as part of its 'Holland Promotion' programme for political-economic ends, while the former viewed the internationalization of Dutch art as necessary to the development of the cultural field in the Netherlands since culture is transnational (Delhaye 2009; Minnaert 2009 ). Creating one organ would, hopefully, lead to greater effectiveness in state presentations of Dutch culture abroad.
Although the BBKB was part of a complex bureaucratic and financial circuit between the above-mentioned ministries, it subscribed to the cultural argument. First, as a sub-division of the Ministry of Culture, the BBKB-both literally and figuratively-shared its premises. Second, its staff came from the cultural field: both the director Gijs van Tuyl and the applied arts curator Evert Rodrigo had held the same functions at the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam-the "temple of modern art" (Boot 2014: 44) . Consequently, the BBKB shared the Stedelijk's criteria when selecting the type of art to promote: modern and internationally oriented (Van Tuyl 2013).
Hence, there was a friction between Foreign Affairs' and BBKB's goals in the promotion of Dutch culture abroad, which Van Tuyl tried to solve by translating the diplomatic imperatives into BBKB's interests. First, while ICP sought to promote the "original aspects of Dutch culture" (Ministry of Foreign Affairs 1970: 2), the BBKB selected art made in the Netherlands not due to its 'national character', but on the contrary, due to the extent it resonated with international artistic currents. Unlike today's nation branding strategies, Van Tuyl believed that to successfully "put Dutch art in an international context" it was necessary not to "stretch so much the national characteristics […] [but] on the contrary […] [to] stretch the common denominator" (ibid). Hence, he "look[ed] for art which already has some kind of relation or some kind of international character"-which at that time meant conceptual, minimalist, modern art (ibid) (Fig. 1) . Second, while, in the words of Rodrigo (2011), "the objective of this Office [the BBKB], when I say it just very bluntly, was to push contemporary Dutch art into major spots in the world," as Van Tuyl (2013 explains, "that's completely different from [the] political agenda […] . The queen goes to, I don't know Kenya, and then the exhibition went along.
[…] [Foreign Affairs] needed an exhibition in Zambia or in Thailand or Indonesia and sometimes it was not very helpful to bring an exhibition there for art." So BBKB "used the channels" (Van Tuyl 2013) of ICP to disseminate its own agenda. As we will see, BBKB's institutional structure played a key role in forging the association between Dutch and conceptual design.
Design from the Netherlands, the Making-of
Circa 1979 Joep Kempen, a Foreign Affairs cultural attaché stationed at the consulate in Bonn, developed the idea to mount an exhibition on Dutch design at the Design Center Stuttgart as part of a Dutch cultural festival due to take place in that city during the summer of 1980 (Van Tuyl 2013). Although design was "only a small part" of BBKB's work, one of its most successful shows had been the 1974 traveling exhibition curated by jeweller-designer Gijs Bakker, Contemporary Jewellery from the Netherlands (jewellry was then also considered design) (ibid). Van Tuyl had become acquainted with Bakker's work at Art & Project, the internationally renowned "high gallery of conceptual art" in Amsterdam (ibid). Although strictly not art, Van Tuyl recognized in Dutch conceptual jewellery the same sensibility and visual language present in conceptual art. Hence, Dutch conceptual jewellery perfectly fit the diplomatic and cultural agendas: it was both particular and resonated with international artistic developments. According to Van Tuyl (2013) , the success of the jewellery exhibition "was really an eye opener" for BBKB who "had no experience curating design exhibitions" and "also for Foreign Affairs because it [jewellery/design] was something fresh, something Dutch and not provocative" (ibid). On the basis of this experience, the different actors accepted Kempen's proposal.
Seeking to emulate the jewellery show's success, Van Tuyl invited Bakker to curate the design exhibition. Bakker accepted as it afforded him the opportunity to disseminate his design views internationally (Hompe 2011) . He argued that while modern design's functionalist formalism was originally driven by democratic ideals, by the 1960s it had degenerated into another style at the service of capitalism (Bakker 1984) . To him, the problem was that modern design's aesthetics followed from the logic of profit maximization rather than from its cultural values (Ober 1979) . To restore design's social relevance, the designer, working independently from industry, should develop clear concepts regarding design's functions from the user's perspective. Design's aesthetics should follow from this reconceptualization of its function; hence Bakker's motto "form follows concept" (1984) .
Bakker identified a number of designers in the Netherlands working along similar lines. For the exhibition Bakker selected designers "who work in a fundamental fashion" (1980: 4): 572 theme 5 society strand 1 design policies "'Fundamentalists' are not satisfied with the way a product looks because of its historical development; they dare to start all over again from the basis. They dare to ask what the real aim and use of a utensil is. If it has no use, they dare to say no to a client, who as an industrial manufacturer is competing for the consumer's custom and will do anything to boost sales. […] Whether working under his own orders as an artist, or designing mass products for industry, the designer always acts on his own responsibility and knowledge, giving them form on the basis of his vision of the cultural and social environment" (ibid).
Objects such as Bakker's Strip Chair (Fig. 2) , Reinder van Tijen's water pumps and cement mixers using recycled materials for the 'Third World' and Henk Lampe's sculptural furniture can be clearly characterized as 'fundamental designs'. Yet others, such as Philips' home-appliances seem at odds with the curatorial premises.
Nevertheless, the selection makes sense in light of BBKB's hybrid institutional structure. For BBKB, "Bakker's approach fit in very well with what the Office was doing already in promoting contemporary art. It's 'arty', it's design-but it's art. […] [T]his selection was acceptable because it had a lot of the feeling of handmade, three-dimensional paintings, or sculptural works" (Rodrigo 2011). However, the exhibition also had to fit Foreign Affairs' promotional purposes. With an internationally touring exhibition titled Design from the Netherlands it was unthinkable to exclude the country's best-known design multinational (Hompe 2011) . Rodrigo: "Philips was just there because they are a very well known name internationally" (2011).
After opening at the Design Center Stuttgart, the BBKB toured the exhibition until 1985 through its network of prestigious art institutions in Europe and beyond. Judging by the press clippings kept at BBKB's archives, the public and press unproblematically accepted the exhibition's discursive construction of Dutch design as conceptual.
Conclusion: The International as National
Bakker's vision of Fundamentalist design is a proto-version of what today is known as Dutch conceptual design. As the analysis above reveals, the institutional particularities of the policies relating to the international promotion of design had a significant part in the identification between Dutch and conceptual design. With the restructuring of ICP in the 1970s, the BBKB took on the role of representing Dutch design abroad. It selected a type 
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theme 5 society strand 1 design policies of design that fit in its policy of promoting Dutch minimalist, conceptual modern art due to its international resonance. Hence, rather than selecting Fundamentalist design because it represented the national culture, the BBKB disseminated it as Dutch precisely because of its international character. Indeed, Bakker developed the notion of Fundamentalist design within the international circuit of minimalist, conceptual modern art. As this paper shows, national design histories are deeply entangled in transnational developments, and as such, it is fruitful to examine their formations in relation to the global networks in which they evolved.
